Abstract. In [13] a homology theory -Morse-Conley-Floer homology-for isolated invariant sets of arbitrary flows on finite dimensional manifolds is developed. In this paper we investigate functoriality and duality of this homology theory. As a preliminary we investigate functoriality in Morse homology. Functoriality for Morse homology of closed manifolds is known [1, 2, 3, 8, 14] , but the proofs use isomorphisms to other homology theories. We give direct proofs by analyzing appropriate moduli spaces. The notions of isolating map and flow map allows the results to generalize to local Morse homology and Morse-Conley-Floer homology. We prove Poincaré type duality statements for local Morse homology and Morse-Conley-Floer homology.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we address functoriality and duality properties of Morse homology, local Morse homology and Morse-Conley-Floer homology. The functoriality of Morse homology on closed manifolds is known [1, 2, 3, 8, 14] , however no proofs are given through the analysis of moduli spaces. This analysis is done in Sections 2 through 4. These sections are of independent interest to the rest of the paper. In Section 5 we discuss isolation properties of maps, which are important for the functoriality in local Morse homology and Morse-Conley-Floer homology. This functoriality is discussed in Sections 6 and 7. In Section 8 we discuss Poincaré duality in these homology theories. Finally in Appendix A we prove that the transverse maps that are crucial for defining the induced maps in Morse homology are generic. Below is a detailed description of the results in this paper.
Morse homology and local Morse homology.
A Morse datum is a quadruple Q α " pM α , f α , g α , o α q, where M α is a choice of closed manifold and pf α , g α , o α q is a Morse-Smale triple on M α . Thus f α is a Morse function on M α , and g α is a metric such that the stable and unstable manifolds of f α intersect transversely. Finally o α denotes a choice of orientations of the unstable manifolds. The Morse homology HM˚pQ α q is defined as the homology of the chain complex of C˚pQ α q which is freely generated by the critical points of f α and graded by their index, with boundary operator B˚pQ α q counting connecting orbits of critical points with Morse index difference of 1 appropriately with sign, cf. [5, 14, 15] . If Q β is another choice of Morse datum with M β " M α there is a canonical isomorphism Φ βα : HM˚pQ α q Ñ HM˚pQ β q induced by continuation. The Morse homology of the manifold M " M α is defined by
where the inverse limit is taken over all Morse data with the canonical isomorphisms. The Morse homology HM˚pM q is isomorphic to the singular homology H˚pM α q. Important in what follows is that this construction can also be carried out locally 3 . Recall the following definitions from Conley theory. A subset S α Ă M α is called invariant for a flow φ α if φ α pt, S α q " S α , for all t P R. A compact neighborhood N α Ă M α is an isolating neighborhood for φ α if InvpN α , φ α q Ă intpN α q, where Inv`N α , φ α˘" tx P N α | φ α pt, xq P N α , @t P Ru, is called the maximal invariant set in N α . An invariant set S α for which there exists an isolating neighborhood N α with S α " InvpN α , φ α q, is called an isolated invariant set. A homotopy of flows is isolating if N α is an isolating neighborhood for each flow in the homotopy. Now suppose that pf α , g α q is a Morse-Smale pair on N α , cf. [13, Definition 3.5] . Thus N α is an isolating neighborhood of the gradient flow ψ α of pf α , g α q such that all critical points of f α are non-degenerate on N α and the local stable and unstable manifolds intersect transversely. Then P α " pM α , f α , g α , N α , o α q, with o α a choice of orientation of the local unstable manifolds is a local Morse datum. The local Morse homology HM˚pP α q is defined by a similar counting procedure as Morse homology. However, now only critical points and connecting orbits that are contained in N α are counted. If the gradient flows associated to two local Morse data P α and P β are isolated homotopic 4 then there are canonical isomorphisms Φ βα : HM˚pP α q Ñ HM˚pP β q induced by the continuation map. 3 Here we do not need to assume M α is closed anymore. 4 We use here the fact that two gradient flows are isolated homotopic through gradient flows if and only if they are isolated homotopic through arbitrary flows, see [ Local Morse homology is not a topological invariant for N α . It measures dynamical information of the gradient flow of pf α , g α q. There is still stability under continuation. Given any function f and metric g such that N is an isolating neighborhood of the gradient flow, which we do not assume to be to be Morse-Smale, we define the local Morse homology of such a triple via HM˚pf, g, N q " lim Ð Ý HM˚pP α q.
The inverse limit is taken over all Morse-Smale data P α on N α " N whose gradient flow is isolated homotopic to the gradient flow ψ of pf, gq on N . If M is a compact manifold, and we take N " M , the local Morse homology does not depend on the function and the metric anymore, as all gradient flows are isolated homotopic to each other. In this case the local Morse homology recovers the Morse homology defined in Equation (1) .
Results on Morse homology on compact manifolds with boundary fall in this framework. Let M be a compact manifold with boundary. Assuming that the gradient is not tangent to the boundary, we can endow the boundary components with collars to obtain a manifold Ă M without boundary. The function and metric extend to Ă M . Then M Ă Ă M is an isolating neighborhood of the gradient flow. One can compute this Morse homology in terms of the singular homology of M as HM˚pf, g, M q -H˚pM, BM´q, where BM´is the union of the boundary components where the gradient of f points outwards. For more details we refer to [13, Section 1.1].
1.2.
Morse-Conley-Floer homology. We recall the definition of Morse-Conley-Floer homology, cf. [13] , from a slightly different viewpoint. Let φ be a flow on M and S an isolated invariant set of the flow. A Lyapunov function f α φ for pS, φq is a function that is constant on S and satisfies d dtˇt"0 f α φ pφpt, pqq ă 0 on N α zS where N α an isolating neighborhood for S α . Lyapunov functions always exist for a given isolated invariant set, cf. [13, Proposition 2.6] . We can compute the local Morse homology of a Lyapunov function with respect to the choice of a metric e α and N α .
Given another Lyapunov function f β φ which satisfies the Lyapunov property on N β and metric e β , there is a canonical isomorphism
induced by continuation, cf. [13, Theorems 4.7 and 4.8]. The Morse-Conley-Floer homology of pS, φq is then defined as the inverse limit over all such local Morse homologies
Morse-Conley-Floer homology is the local Morse homology of the Lyapunov functions. This definition is equivalent to
which runs over all Morse-Conley-Floer data R α " pM, f α , g α , N α , o α q, where pf α , g α , o α q is a Morse-Smale triple on N α whose gradient flow is isolated homotopic to the gradient flow of a Lyapunov function f α φ on N α for some metric e α , with respect to canonical isomorphisms Φ βα : HM˚pR α q Ñ HM˚pR β q. This was the viewpoint of [13] .
1.3. Functoriality in Morse homology. In Sections 2 through 4 we study functoriality in Morse homology on closed manifolds. Induced maps between Morse homologies are defined by counting appropriate intersections for transverse maps. Definition 1.1. Let h βα : M α Ñ M β be a smooth map. We say that h βα is transverse (with respect to Morse data Q α and Q β ), if for all x P Crit f α and y P Crit f β , we have that
The set of transverse maps is denoted by T pQ α , Q β q. We write W h βα px, yq " W u pxq X ph βα q´1pW s pyqq for the moduli spaces.
Given Q α and Q β , the set of transverse maps T pQ α , Q β q is generic, cf. Theorem A.1. The index of a critical point x P Crit f α is denoted |x|. The transversality assumption ensures that W h βα px, yq is an oriented manifold of dimension |x|´|y|, cf. Proposition 2.1. Hence, for |x| " |y| we can compute the oriented intersection number n h βα px, yq and define an induced map h βα :
In Sections 2 to 4 we show that this defines a chain map, that homotopic maps induce chain homotopic maps, and the composition of the induced maps is chain homotopic to the induced map of the composition. This implies that the induced map h βα descents to a map
between the Morse homologies via counting, which is functorial and which does not depend on the homotopy class of the map h βα . The homotopy invariance and density of transverse maps allows for an extension to all smooth maps.
Morse homology is a functor HM˚: Man Ñ GrAb between the category of smooth manifolds to the category of graded abelian groups. The functor sends homotopic maps to the same map between the homology groups. The isolation properties of flow maps are given in Proposition 5.4. If h βα is a flow map, and N β is an isolating neighborhood, then N α " ph βα q´1pN β q is an isolating neighborhood. Moreover h βα is isolating with respect to these isolating neighborhoods. Similar statments hold for compositions of flow maps.
1.5. Functoriality in Local Morse homology. In Section 6 we define induced maps in local Morse homology. Due to the local nature of the homology, not all maps are admissible and the notion of isolating map become crucial. The maps are computed by the same counting procedure, but now done locally. We sum up the functorial properties of local Morse homology from Propositions 6.1 and 6.3:
(i) An isolating transverse map induces a chain map, hence descents to a map between the local Morse homologies. (ii) An isolating homotopy between transverse maps induces a chain homotopic map. (iii) If h γβ and h βα and h γβ˝hβα are transverse maps such that h γβ˝ψ β R˝h βα is an isolating map for all R ą 0, then ph γβ˝hβα q˚and h γβ h βα are chain homotopic.
Consider the following category of isolated invariant sets of gradient flows.
Definition 1.4. The category of isolated invariant sets of gradient flows, denoted by GISet, has as objects the quadruples pM, f, g, N q consisting of smooth functions f on M and metrics g such that the sets N are an isolating neighborhoods for associated the gradient flows. A morphism h βα : pM α , f α , g α , N α q Ñ pM β , f β , g β , N β q, is a map that is isolated homotopic to a flow map r h βα with N α " p r h βα q´1pN β q.
These morphisms are then perturbed to transverse maps, from which the induced map can be computed, cf. Propositions 6.2 and 6.4. Theorem 1.5. Local Morse homology is a covariant functor
The functor is constant on isolated homotopy classes of maps.
The local Morse homology functor generalizes the Morse homology functor. Any map h βα : M α Ñ M β between closed manifolds equipped with flows is isolated homotopic to a flow map with M α " N α " ph βα q´1pN β q " ph βα q´1pM β q, since the flows on both manifolds are isolated homotopic to the constant flow, and any map is equivariant with respect to constant flows. Definition 1.6. The category of isolated invariant sets ISet has as objects triples pM, φ, Sq of a manifold, flow and isolated invariant set. A morphism h βα : pM α , φ α , S α q Ñ pM β , φ β , S β q is a map that is isolated homotopic for some choice of isolating neighborhoods N α , N β to a flow map r h βα such that N α " p r h βα q´1pN β q. Theorem 1.7. Morse-Conley-Floer homology is a covariant functor
The functor is constant on the isolated homotopy classes of maps and flows.
1.7. Duality in Morse-Conley-Floer Homology. In Section 8 we prove a Poincaré type duality theorem for Morse-Conley-Floer (co)homology. The theorem expresses a duality between the Morse-Conley-Floer homology of an orientable isolated invariant set S of a flow and the MorseConley-Floer cohomology of S seen as an isolated invariant set of the reverse flow defined by φ´1pt, xq " φp´t, xq. The following duality statement resembles an analogous theorem for the Conley index, due to McCord [10] . If |x| " |y| the space W h βα px, yq is zero dimensional and consist of a finite number of points carrying orientation signs˘1. Set n h βα px, yq as the sum of these. We define the degree zero map h βα : C˚pQ α q Ñ C˚pQ β q by the formula
Through compactness and gluing analysis of the moduli space W h βα px, yq and related moduli spaces we prove the following properties of the induced map (i) The induced identity id αα is the identity on chain level.
(ii) We show that h βα is a chain map, i.e.
(iii) In Section 3 we study homotopy invariance. Suppose that Q γ , Q δ are other Morse data on M α " M γ and M β " M δ . Suppose h δγ P T pQ γ , Q δ q is homotopic to h βα P T pQ α , Q β q, then h δγ Φ γα and Φ δβ h βα are chain homotopic. That is, there exists a degreè
Here Φ βα denotes the isomorphism induced by continuation.
(iv) In Section 4 we study compositions. If h γβ P T pQ β , Q γ q is such that h γβ˝hβα P T pQ α , Q γ q then h γβ h βα and`h γβ˝hβα˘˚a re chain homotopic, i.e. there is a degree`1 map P γα : C˚pQ α q Ñ C˚pQ γ q, such that
, for all k. 5 We employ the fiber first convention in the orientation of exact sequences of vector bundles, cf. [7, 8] x y y 1
One of the possible compactness failures of W h βα px, y 1 q with |x| " |y 1 |`1. The sequence p k P W h βα px, y 1 q converges to a point p P W h βα py, y 1 q with |y| " |y 1 |. The orbits through p k break to pu 1 , . . . , u l q with u 1 P M px, yq.
2.2.
Compactness of W h βα px, y 1 q with |x| " |y 1 |`1. The chain map property (ii) holds by the compactness properties of the moduli space W h βα px, y 1 q with |x| " |y 1 |`1. This space is a one dimensional manifold, but it is not necessarily compact. The non-compactness is due to breaking of orbits in the domain and in the codomain, which is the content of Proposition 2.2. In Figure 1 we depicted this breaking process in the domain. Recall that we denote by W px, yq " W u pxq X W s pyq the space of parameterized orbits, and by M px, yq " W px, yq{R the space of unparameterized orbits. The points where breaking can occur in the domain are counted by M px, yqˆW h βα py, y 1 q, with |y| " |y 1 | and the points where breaking occurs in the codomain are counted by W h βα px, x 1 qˆM px 1 , y 1 q, with |x| " |x 1 |. The space W h βα px, y 1 q can be compactified by gluing in these broken orbits, cf. Proposition 2.4. Proposition 2.6 then states that the resulting object is a one dimensional compact manifold with boundary. By counting the boundary components appropriately with sign the chain map property is obtained, cf. Proposition 2.7.
Since M α is assumed to be compact, and W h βα px, y 1 q Ă M α , any sequence p k P W h βα px, y 1 q has a subsequence converging to some point p P M α . In the next proposition, see also Figure 1 , it is stated to which points such sequences converge.
Proposition 2.2 (Compactness)
. Let h βα P T pQ α , Q β q, x P Crit f α and y 1 P Crit f β with |x| " |y 1 |`1. Let p k P W h βα px, y 1 q be a sequence such that p k Ñ p in M α . Then either one of the following is true
(ii) There exists y P Crit f α , with |y| " |y 1 | such that p P W h βα py, y 1 q. The orbits through p k break to orbits pu 1 , . . . , u l q as k Ñ 8 with u 1 P M px, yq. (iii) There exists x 1 P Crit f β , with |x 1 | " |x| such that p P W h βα px, x 1 q. The orbits through h βα pp k q break to the orbits pu 1 1 , . . . , u 1 l q as k Ñ 8 with u 1 l P M px 1 , y 1 q.
Proof. The spaces W h βα px, y 1 q, W h βα py, y 1 q and W h βα px, x 1 q are disjoint hence the three possibilities cannot occur at the same time. We choose a subsequence such that p k P W px, bq for some fixed b P Crit f α , which is possible by the fact that there are only a finite number of such spaces by compactness. The Broken Orbit Lemma, see for example [4, Lemma 2.5], states that p P W py, aq for some y, a P Crit f α with |y| ď |x|, and equality if and only if x " y. Similarly, choosing a subsubsequence if necessary, we also assume that h βα pp k q P W pa 1 , y 1 q, for some fixed Assuming that p R W h βα px, y 1 q, only two possibilities remain. If p P W h βα px, x 1 q, with |x 1 | ą |y| " |x|´1, then from dim W h βα px, x 1 q ě 0 it follows that |x 1 | " |x|. If h βα ppq P W h βα py, y 1 q, with |y| ă |x|, then dim W h βα py, y 1 q ě 0 gives that |y 1 | " |y|, see also Figure 1 . The claim about the breaking orbits is the content of the Broken Orbit Lemma.
The proposition generalizes to higher index difference moduli spaces. We do not need this, and this would clutter the notation without a significant gain.
2.3.
Gluing the ends of W h βα px, y 1 q, with |x| " |y 1 |`1. We compactify W h βα by gluing in the broken orbits described in Proposition 2.2. The following lemma is the technical heart of the standard gluing construction in Morse homology, see also Figure 2 . We single this out because we have to construct several gluing maps, which all use this lemma. For a pair pf, gq of a function and a metric we denote by ψ its negative gradient flow. Lemma 2.3 (Gluing). Let f : M Ñ R be a Morse function, g a metric, and y P Crit f . Write m " dim M . Suppose D |y| , E m´|y| are embedded discs of dimension |y| and m´|y| with D |y| &W s pyq and E m´|y| &W u pyq. Assume that each intersection only consists of a single point and write u P D |y| X W s pyq and v P E m´|y| X W u pyq. Then there exists an R 0 ą 0 and an injective map ρ : rR 0 , 8q Ñ M , such that gp d dR ρpRq,´∇ g f q " 0, and ψp´R, ρpRqq P D |y| , and ψpR, ρpRqq P E m´|y| . We have the limits
The content of Lemma 2.3 is depicted. Discs transverse to the stable and unstable manifolds must intersect if they are flowed in forwards and backwards time. This intersection point is used to define the gluing map.
Finally there exists smaller discs
Proof. We only sketch the proof, see also Figure 2 . More details can be found in the proof of Theorem 3.9 in [15] . Let B u Ă W u pyq, B s Ă W s pyq be closed balls containing y. Write D |y| R " ψpR, D |y| q and E m´|y| R " ψp´R, E m´|y| q. Since the discs are transverse to the stable and unstable manifolds of y, the λ-Lemma, cf. [11, Chapter 2, Lemma 7.2], gives a that for all t large, smaller discs
are ´C 1 close to B u and B s respectively. It follows through an application of the Banach fixed point theorem that there exist a R 0 ą 0 such that
The properties of ρ follow from the construction.
To prove that B 2 " 0 in Morse homology gluing maps are needed to compactify appropriate moduli spaces and these are constructed using the Morse-Smale condition and previous lemma as follows. Let x, y and z be critical points with |x| " |y|´1 " |z|´2 and assume M px, yq and M py, zq are non-empty. Then the Morse Smale condition gives that there exists a disc D |y| in W u pxq transverse to an orbit in M px, yq. Because of transversality, one can also choose a disc E m´|y| in W s pzq transverse to an orbit in M py, zq. The gluing map # : M px, yqˆrR 0 , 8qM py, zq Ñ M px, zq, is given by mapping R to the orbit through ρpRq as in Figure 2 . We now use similar ideas to compactify W h βα px, y 1 q with |x| " |y 1 |`1. Proposition 2.4. Assume h βα P T pQ α , Q β q. Then for critical points x, y P Crit f α and x 1 , y 1 P Crit f β , with |x| " |x 1 | " |y|`1 " |y 1 |`1, there exists R 0 ą 0 and gluing embeddings
Moreover, if p k P W h βα px, y 1 q converges to p P W h βα py, y 1 q, and the orbits through p k break as pu 1 , . . . , u l q with u 1 P M px, yq then p k is in the image of # 1 for k sufficiently large. Analogously, if p k P W h βα px, y 1 q converges to p P W h βα px, x 1 q, and the orbits through h βα pp k q break to pu 1 , . . . , u l q with u 1 l P M px 1 , yq, then p k is in the image of # 2 for k sufficiently large.
Proof. Let u P W px, yq, and v P W h βα py, y 1 q. Since pf α , g α q is a Morse-Smale pair, we can choose a disc D |y| in W u pxq through u and transverse to W s pyq. Analogously, because h βα is transverse, we can find a disc E m α´| y| in M α through v, and transverse to W u pyq, with h βα pE m α´| y| q Ă W s py 1 q. Lemma 2.3 provides us with a map ρ : rR 0 , 8q Ñ M α . Denote by γ u P M px, yq the orbit through u, and set
The properties of the map ρ in Lemma 2.3 directly give the properties of # 1 .
The construction of # 2 is similar. Let u P W h βα px, x 1 q and v P W px 1 , y 1 q. By transversality of h αβ we can choose a disc D |x 1 | Ă W u pxq which h βα maps bijectively to h βα pD |x 1 | q, and whose image h βα pDq is transverse to W s px 1 q. Choose a disc E m β´| x 1 | Ă W s py 1 q with v P E m β´| x 1 | which is transverse to W u px 1 q. Now Lemma 2.3 provides us with a map ρ : 
Orientation issues due to breaking in the domain. The orientations r 9 up8q, 9 vp´8qs and " d dR ρpRq,´∇f α ‰ agree, from which it follows that the map σ 1 is orientation preserving. via σ 1 par 9 us, bq " ab
Similarly the gluing map # 2 induces a map of orientations
Proposition 2.5. Let the notation be as above. Then σ 1 preserves the orientation, and σ 2 reverses the orientation induced by o α and o β .
Proof. We first treat the gluing map σ 1 . By the transversality assumptions we have the following exact sequences of oriented vector spaces
The following isomorphisms of oriented vector spaces are induced by parallel transport and the fact that the stable and unstable manifolds are contractible
Along with the identification of the normal bundle of the stable manifold with the tangent bundle of the unstable manifold. From the exact sequences (2) and (3) and isomorphisms (6) and (7) it now follows that
Analogously, from (4), (5) and (6) we get
Combining the last two formulas we see that
The orientation on the right hand side is abr 9 us. The tangent vector to the orbit γ u through u has a well defined limit as t Ñ 8 which we denote by r 9 up8qs, and similarly the tangent vector to γ v has a well defined limit as t Ñ´8, which we denote by r 9 vp´8qs, cf. [15, Theorem 3.11] and [14, Lemma B.5] . We want to compare the orientation r 9 us to
, and are able to do this as follows. We can flow W h βα px, y 1 qˇˇγ
with the gradient flow, cf. Figure 3, which we denote by W h βα px, y 1 qˇˇγ
Note that y is in the closure of this space. Then the orientations r 9 up8q, 9 vp´8qs and
agree of this space (here we extend the manifold to its closure). Quotienting out the R action, we see that the orientation r 9 us " r 9 up8qs
agrees with " d dR ρpRq ‰ which agrees with
The orientation map σ 1 preserves the orientation. The proof that σ 2 is orientation reversing is analogous. Again we use the notation of Proposition 2.4, with u P W h βα px, x 1 q and v P W px 1 , y 1 q. We have the exact sequences of
Orientation issues due to breaking in the codomain. The orientations r 9 h βα puqp8q, 9
vp´8qs and " d dR ρpRq,´∇f β ‰ agree, from which it follows that the map σ 2 is orientation reversing.
oriented vector spaces
By isomorphisms induced by parallel transport, analogous to the isomorphisms (5), (6) , and (7), and from (9) and (8) we get that
Similarly, from (10) and the isomorphisms induced by parallel transport we get
which gives that
The orientation on the right hand side is abr 9 vs. Locally around u, h βα is injective when restricted to W h βα px, y 1 qˇˇu. We can therefore take this image and flow with ψ β , which we denote by h βα´W h βα px, y 1 qˇˇu¯ˆR. The point x 1 lies in the closure, again the limits of tangent vectors of the orbits through h βα puq and v are well defined for t Ñ˘8, and the orientations rh βα puqp8q, vp´8qs and
agree. By quotienting out the flow it follows that r 9 vs " r 9 vp´8qs "´"
The map σ 2 is orientation reversing, cf. Theorem 2.6. Let h βα be transverse with respect to Q α and Q β . For each x P Crit f α and y 1 P Crit f β with |x| " |y 1 |`1, the space
has a natural structure as a compact oriented manifold with boundary given by the gluing maps.
Note that this proposition does not state that exactly one half of the boundary components correspond to M px, yqˆW h βα py, y 1 q and the other half of the boundary components to W h βα px, x 1 qˆM px 1 , y 1 q. Still it does follow that h βα is a chain map.
Proposition 2.7. Let h βα be a transverse map with respect to Q α and Q β . Then the induced map h βα : C˚pQ α q Ñ C˚pQ β q is a chain map.
Proof. Let x P Crit f α . We compute using Proposition 2.6
n h βα py, y 1 qnpx, yq´ÿ
Because the oriented count of the boundary components of a compact oriented one dimensional manifold is zero. Hence h βα is a chain map.
HOMOTOPY INDUCED CHAIN HOMOTOPIES
The main technical work, showing that h βα is a chain map, is done. To show that homotopic maps induce the same maps in Morse homology, we could again define an appropriate moduli space and analyze its compactness failures. However, a simpler method is to construct a dynamical model of the homological cone. This trick is used in Morse homology to show that Morse homology does not depend on the choice of function, metric and orientation. Using the homotopy we build a higher dimensional system -the dynamical cone -where we use the fact that an induced map is a chain map to prove homotopy invariance.
Proposition 3.1 (Homotopy invariance). Let Q α , Q β , Q γ , Q δ , be Morse data with M α " M γ , and M β " M δ . Let h βα P T pQ α , Q β q and h δγ P T pQ γ , Q δ q, and assume the maps are homotopic. Then h δγ Φ γα and Φ δβ h βα are chain homotopic. That is, there exists a degree`1 map
Proof. Let h λ : M α Ñ M β be a smooth homotopy between h βα and h δγ . Let g γα λ be a smooth homotopy between g α and g γ , and g δβ λ a smooth homotopy between g β and g δ . Similarly let f γα λ be a smooth homotopy between f α and f γ , and let f δβ λ be a smooth homotopy between f β and f δ . Choose 0 ă ă 1 4 and let ω : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth, even and 2-periodic function with the following properties:
and 1´ ă λ ď 1.
and ω 1 pµq ă 0 for µ P p´1` ,´ q, and ω 1 pµq ą 0 for µ P p , 1´ q. We identify S 1 with R{2Z. Under the identification of S 1 with R{2Z, the function ω descends to a smooth function S 1 Ñ r0, 1s, which is also denoted ω. Let r ą 0. We define the functions F α on M αˆS1 and F β on M βˆS1 via
For r sufficiently large the functions F α and F β are Morse, cf. [13, Lemma 4.5], and the critical points can be identified by
We define H : M αˆS1 Ñ M βˆS1 with Hpx, µq " ph ωpµq pxq, µq. The connections of the gradient flow at µ " 0 and µ " 1 are transverse, and the map H restricted to neighborhood at µ " 0 and µ " 1 also satisfies the required transversality properties. Hence we can perturb H while keeping it fixed in the neighborhoods of µ " 0 and µ " 1, as well as the metrics G α " g γα ωpµq pxq ' dµ 2 , and G β " g δβ ωpµq pxq ' dµ 2 outside´ ă µ ă and 1´ ă µ ă 1` to obtain Morse-Smale flows on M αˆS1 and M βˆS1 , such that the map H is transverse everywhere. We orient the unstable manifolds in M αˆS1 by O α " pBµ ' o α q Y o γ , and the unstable manifolds in
Let px, 0q P C k pF α q, thus x P C k´1 pf α q. Then W u ppx, 0qq Ă M αˆS1 zt1u and W u ppx, 0qqX M αˆt 0u " W u pxqˆt0u. For px, 1q P C k pF α q, i.e. x P C k pf γ q we have W u ppx, 1qq " W u pxqt 1u. Similarly for py, 0q P C k pF β q, i.e. y P C k´1 pf β q we have W s ppy, 0qq " W s pyqˆt0u. Finally for py, 1q P C k pF β q, i.e. y P C k pf δ q, we have that W s ppy, 1qq Ă M βˆp S 1 zt0uq, and W s ppy, 1qq X pM βˆt 1uq " W s pyqˆt1u.
By Propositions 2.2 and 2.4 and the construction of H it is clear 6 that we can restrict the count of the induced map H˚to W H px, yqXM αˆr 0, 1s, see also Proposition 6.1. Note that H´1pM βp
so n H ppx, 0q, py, 0qq " n h βα px, yq as oriented intersection numbers. Similarly for |px, 1q| " |py, 1q|, we find that W H ppx, 1q, py, 1qq " pW u pxq X ph δγ q´1pW s pyqqqˆt1u, which gives n H ppx, 1q, py, 1qq " n h δγ px, yq. For |px, 1q| " |py, 0q| we compute that n H ppx, 1q, py, 0qq " 0. Finally we define a map P δα k : C k pf α q Ñ C k`1 pf δ q by counting the intersections of W u ppx, 0qq and H´1pW s ppy, 1qq with sign. Thus
n H ppx, 0q, py, 1qqy.
With respect to the splitting (11) the induced map H˚equals
By [13, Equation (2.11)] the boundary maps ∆ α k on M αˆr 0, 1s and ∆ Where the Φ's are the maps that induce isomorphisms in Morse homology. We know that H k is a chain map, i.e.
The lower left corner of this matrix equation gives the desired identity.
COMPOSITION INDUCED CHAIN HOMOTOPIES
To show that compositions of map induce the same map as the compositions of the induced maps in Morse homology, we take in spirit also a homotopy between h γβ and h βα and h γβ˝hβα . This is not directly possible as the maps have different domains and codomains, but we have an approximating homotopy, which is sufficient.
For a flow φ : RˆM Ñ M on a manifold M we write φ R : M Ñ M for the time R map φ R pxq " φpR, xq. Let h βα P T pQ α , Q β q and h γβ P T pQ β , Q γ q. We assume, up to possibly a perturbation of h γβ , that the map H : M αˆp 0, 8q Ñ M β defined by of dimension |x|´|z|`1. The compactness issues if R Ñ 8 are due to the breaking of orbits in M β , which is described in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1 (Compactness).
Assume the situation as above, with |x| " |z|. Let pp k , R k q P W h γβ ,h βα px, zq be a sequence with R k Ñ 8 as k Ñ 8. Then there exists y P Crit f β with |x| " |y| " |z|, and a subsequence pp k , R k q such that p k Ñ p P W h βα px, yq, and ψ
Proof. By compactness of M α we can choose a subsequence of pp k , R k q such that p k Ñ p, and, if necessary choose a subsubsequence, such that also q k " ψ β R k˝h βα pp k q Ñ q. By similar arguments as in Proposition 2.2, using the transversality, p P W h βα px 1 , yq, with |x| ě |x 1 | ě |y| and q P W h γβ py 1 , z 1 q with |y 1 | ě |z 1 | ě |z| where the equality holds if and only if x " x 1 , z 1 " z.
Moreover since q k and h βα pp k q are on the same orbit, we must have that |y 1 | ě |y| with equality if and only if y 1 " y. Since |x| " |z|, it follows that x 1 " x and z 1 " z, and therefore also y 1 " y.
Proposition 4.2 (Gluing)
. Assume the situation above. Let x P Crit f α , and y P Crit f β and z P Crit f γ , with |x| " |y| " |z|. Then there exists an R 0 ą 0, and a gluing embedding
Moreover, if pp k , R k q P W h γβ ,h βα pR 0 , x, zq with p k Ñ p P W h βα px, yq and ψ β pR k , h βα pp kÑ q P W h γβ py, zq, then the sequence lies in the image of the embedding for k sufficiently large.
. The moduli space W h γβ ,h βα px, zq has non-compact ends if R Ñ 8. These ends can be compactified by gluing in W h βα px, yqˆW h γβ py, zq, for all y P Crit f β , with |x| " |y| " |z| as in Proposition 4.2.
Proof. See Figure 5 . Let u P W h βα px, yq, and v P W h γβ py, zq. By transversality of h βα , we choose a disc D |y| Ă W u pxq such that h βαˇD |y| is injective and the image h βα pD |y| q intersects W s pyq transversely in h βα puq. We also choose a disc E m β´| y| Ă M β , intersecting W u pyq transversely in v, whose image is contained in W s pzq, cf. Figure 5 . By Lemma 2.3, we get an R 1 0 ą 0 and a map ρ : rR 1 0 , 8q Ñ M β . Set R 0 " R 1 0 {2 and define # 3 pu, R, vq " p`h βα˘´1 pψp´R, ρpRqqq, 2Rq. Here we use the fact that h βαˇD |y| is bijective to h βα pD |y| q. The properties stated follow from Lemma 2.3. Proposition 4.3. Consider the situation above. Then there exist an R ą 0 such that h γβ˝ψ β Rh βα P T pQ α , Q β q and the moduli space
has a compactification as a smooth oriented manifold with boundary Proposition 4.4. Suppose h βα P T pQ α , Q β q, h γβ P T pQ β , Q γ q and h γβ˝hβα P T pQ α , Q γ q. Then h γβ˝hβα and ph γβ˝hβα q˚are chain homotopic, i.e. there is a degree`1 map P γα : Combining the last two equations gives the chain homotopy.
ISOLATION PROPERTIES OF MAPS
For the remainder of this paper, we do not assume that the base manifolds are necessarily closed. We localize the discussion on functoriality in Morse homology on closed manifolds, and study functoriality for local Morse homology, as well as functoriality for Morse-Conley-Floer homology. For this we need isolation properties of maps.
For a manifold equipped with a flow φ, denote the forwards and backwards orbit as follows O`ppq :" tφpt, pq | t ě 0u, O´ppq :" tφpt, pq | t ď 0u.
Definition 5.1. Let M α , M β be manifolds, equipped with flows φ α , φ β . Let N α , N β be isolating neighborhoods. A map h βα : M α Ñ M β is an isolating map (with respect to N α , N β q if the set
satisfies the property that for all p P S h βα we have that
Compositions of isolating maps need not be isolating, however the condition is open in the compact-open topology. Proof. Define the sets
which are compact. Then S h βα " S ά Ş ph βα q´1pS β q. Note that a map being isolating is equivalent to the following two properties of points on the boundary of the isolating neighborhoods in the domain and the codomain.
(D) For all p P BN α either (ai) There exists a t ă 0 such that φ α pt,
is finite 8 , and for all q P φ α pr0, T s, pq there exists s ě 0 such that φ β ps, h βα pP M β zN β . (CD) For all p P N β either (bi) There exists a t ą 0 such that φ β pt, pq P M β zN β .
(bii) O`ppq Ă N β , and
is finite and h βα pS ά q X φ β prT, 0s, pq " H. 7 The space C itself is open in the space of triples pφ α ,h βα ,φ β q withφ α andφ β flows, cf. [13, Proposition 3.8]. 8 Note that it cannot be the case that O`ppq is also contained in N α since N α is an isolating neighborhood of the flow φ α and the orbit through a boundary point must leave the isolating neighborhood at some time.
In each of these cases we construct opens U Then for all q P U β p and all pφ α ,h βα ,φ β q P A β p there exists a t ą 0 such thatφ β pt,P N β . Finally let p P BN β and assume that Property (bii) holds. Thus O`ppq Ă N β and T " inftt P R ď0 | φ β prT, 0s, pq Ă N β u ą´8 and h βα pS´q X φ β prT, 0s, pq " H. Since both sets are compact, there exists an open V Ą φ β prT, 0s, pq such that h βα pS´qXV " H. This implies that for all q P`h βα˘´1 pV qXN α there exists an s ă 0 such that φ α ps,P M α zN α . But then there exists an open V α q Q q such that φ α ps, V αĂ M α zN α . The set`h βα˘´1 pV q X N α is compact hence it is covered by V α q i for a finite number of q i . Note that for all flowsφ α withφ α ps i , V α q i q Ă M α zN α we have thatS ά " tp P N α |φ α pt, pq P N α , @t ď 0u is contained in N α z Ť i V α q i . Let us return to the codomain. By continuity of the flow and the choice of T there exists an ą 0 such that
V q. Now for t P rT, 0s the sets φ β pt, V β p q X V cover φ β prT, 0s, pq. Using compactness, choose a finite number of times t j such that φ β pt j , V
, qqu ě T´ , and for all t P T q , we have φ β pt,Ă V . Define
Then for all q P U β p and all pφ α ,h βα , φ β q P A β p h βα pS ά q Xφ β prT q , 0s," H.
The sets U β p cover BN β . Hence we can choose a finite number of p j such that for all p P BN β and all pφ α ,h βα , φ β q P A β " Proposition 5.4. Let h βα : M α Ñ M β be a flow map. Then for each isolating neighborhood N β of φ β , N α " ph βα q´1pN β q is an isolating neighborhood, and S α " InvpN α , φ α q " ph βα q´1pInvpN β , φ β" ph βα q´1pS β q. Moreover h βα is isolating w.r.t. N α and N β . If h γβ is another flow map, and N γ is an isolating neighborhood then h γβ˝φ β R˝h βα is isolating for all R with respect to N α " ph γβ˝hβα q´1pN γ q.
Proof. We follow McCord [9] . Since h βα is proper N α is compact. If p P InvpN α q then φ α pt, pq P N α for all t P R. By equivariance φ β pt, h βα ppqq P N β for all t and since N β is an isolating neighborhood h βα ppq P intpN β q. Thus p P ph βα q´1pint N β q Ă int N α . If p P S α , then for all t we have that φ α pt, pq P N α , and thus h βα pφ α pt, pqq P N β . By equivariance it follows that φ β pt, h βα ppqq P N β for all t. Hence h βα ppq P S β . Analogously, if p P ph βα ppqq´1pS β q then φ β pt, h βα q P S β for all t. By equivariance it follows that h βα pφ α pt, pqq P S β and this implies that φpt, pq P ph βα q´1pN β q for all t. We finally show that h βα is isolating. If p P S h βα , then φ α pt, pq P N α for all t ă 0, and φ β pt, h βα ppqq P N β for all t ą 0. By equivariance h βα pφ α pt, pqq P N β for all t ą 0, and thus φ α pt, pq P N α for all t. Thus p P S α and O´ppq Ă S α Ă int N α . Similarly h βα ppq P S β thus O`ph βα ppqq Ă S β Ă int N β . The proof of the latter statement follows along the same lines.
The previous proposition states that we can pull back isolated invariant sets and neighborhoods along flow maps. The same is true for Lyapunov functions.
Proposition 5.5. Let h βα : M α Ñ M β be a flow map with respect to φ α and φ β . Let S β Ă M β be an isolated invariant set, and f β : M β Ñ R a Lyapunov function satisfying the Lyapunov property with respect to an isolating neighborhood N β . Then f α :" f β˝hβα is a Lyapunov function for S α :" ph βα q´1pS β q satisfying the Lyapunov property on N α " ph βα q´1pN β q. Moreover, for any metric e α , e β the map h βα is isolating with respect to the gradient flows ψ α and ψ β of pf α , e α q and pf β , e β q.
The function b p is continuous, smooth outside zero and by the Lyapunov property
Hence b p is constant and it follows that p P S α . Thus the full orbit through p contained in int N α and the full orbit through h βα ppq is contained in int N β . Thus h βα is isolating with respect to the gradient flows.
FUNCTORIALITY IN LOCAL MORSE HOMOLOGY
We are interested in the functorial behavior of local Morse homology. Let us recall the definition of local Morse homology more in depth. Suppose N α is an isolating neighborhood of the gradient flow of f α an g α . The local stable and unstable manifolds of critical points inside N α are defined by
We write W N α px, yq " W u loc px, y; N α qXW s loc py; N α q, and M N α px, yq " W N α px, yq{R. We say that the gradient flow is Morse-Smale on N α , cf. [13, Definition 3.5] , if the critical points of f α inside N α are non-degenerate, and for each p P W N α px, yq, we have that
The intersection is said to be transverse and we write W u loc px; N α q&W s loc py; N α q. Denote by P α " pM α , f α , g α , N α , o α q a choice of manifold (not necessarily closed), a function, a metric and an isolating neighborhood of the gradient flow, such that pf α , g α q is Morse-Smale on N α , and a choice of orientations of the local unstable manifolds. For such a local Morse datum P α , we define the local Morse complex
n N α , loc px, yqy.
Where n N α ,loc px, yq denotes the oriented count of points in M N α px, yq. The differential satisfies B 2 pP α q " 0, hence we can define local Morse homology. This not an invariant for N α but crucially depends on the gradient flow. Compare for example the gradient flows of f α pxq " x 2 or f β pxq "´x 2 on R with isolating neighborhoods N " r´1, 1s. The homology is invariant under homotopies pf λ , g λ q, as long as the gradient flows preserve isolation. The canonical isomorphisms, induced by continuation are denoted by Φ βα . The local Morse homology recovers the Conley index of the gradient flow. If h βα is isolating with respect to P α , P β , we say it is transverse (with respect to P α and P β ), if for all p P W u loc px; N α q X ph βα q´1pW s loc py, N β qq, we have
We write W h βα , loc px, yq " W u loc px; N α q X W s loc py; N β q. The oriented intersection number is denoted by n h βα ,loc px, yq. FIGURE 6. All isolating maps induce chain maps in local Morse homology, but they are not necessarily functorial, as they do not capture the dynamical content. The gradient flows of f α pxq " x 2 , f β " px´3q 2 , and f γ pxq " x 2 on R, with isolating neighborhood N " r´1, 1s are depicted. The identity maps are isolating. We compute that id βα " 0, id γβ " 0, but id γα is the identity. The problem is that id γβ˝ψβ R˝i d βα is not isolating for all R ą 0.
Proposition 6.1. Let h βα P T pP α , P β q and suppose h βα is isolating with respect to R α and R β .
‚ Then h βα pxq :" ř |x|"|y| n h βα ,loc px, yqy is a chain map. ‚ Suppose P γ and P δ are different local Morse data with
such that the gradient flow of P α is isolated homotopic to the gradient flow of P γ , the gradient flow of P β is isolated homotopic to the gradient flow of P δ , and h βα P T pP α , P β q and h δ,γ P T pP γ , P δ q are isolated homotopic through these isolating homotopies. Then Φ δβ h βα and h δγ Φ γα are chain homotopic.
Proof. We argue that the gluing maps constructed in Proposition 2.4 restrict to local gluing maps
Consider # 1 , let γ u P M N α px, yq and v P W h βα ,loc py, y 1 q. Geometric convergence implies that the backwards orbit O´pγ u # 1 R vq lies arbitrary close, for R sufficiently large, to the images of Opuq and O´pvq. The latter are contained in int N α , hence O´pγ u # 1 R vq Ă int N α . Similarly O`ph βα pu# 1 R vq Ă int N β for R sufficiently large since it must converge to O`ph βα pvqq. Thus for R 0 possibly larger than in Proposition 2.4 there is a well defined restriction of the gluing map # 1 . The situation for # 2 is analogous.
For the compactness issues, observe that S h βα " S ά X ph βα q´1pS β q hence is compact. But it also equals the set Ť x,y W h βα ,loc px, yq. Therefore if p k P W h βα ,loc px, yq then it has a convergent subsequence p k Ñ p with p P W h βα ,loc px 1 , y 1 q. Since O´pp k q Ă int N α and O`ph βα pp kĂ int N β it follows that the compactness issues are those described in Proposition 2.2, but for the local moduli spaces. Now consider the isolating homotopy. Isolation implies that we can follow the argument of Proposition 3.1 to construct isolating neighborhoods on M αˆr 0, 1s and M βˆr 0, 1s and a map H βδ that is isolating with respect to these neighborhoods. Then the observation that H βδ is a chain map implies that there exists a chain homotopy.
Recall that the local Morse homology of the isolating neighborhood of any pair pf, gq which is not necessarily Morse-Smale is defined as HM˚pf, g, N q " lim Ð Ý HM˚pP α q where the inverse limit runs over all local Morse data P α whose gradient flows are isolated homotopic to the gradient flows of pf, gq on N , with respect to the canonical isomorphisms.
Proposition 6.2. Let pf α , g α q and pf β , g β q pairs of functions of metrics on M α and M β , which are not assumed to be Morse-Smale. Suppose that h βα : M α Ñ M β is isolating with respect to isolating neighborhoods N α and N β . Then h βα induces a map of local Morse homologies
Suppose h δγ is isolated homotopic to h βα through isolated homotopies of gradient flows between pf α , g α , N α q and pf γ , g γ , N γ q and pf β , g β , N β q and pf δ , g δ , N δ q. Then the diagram
commutes.
Proof. Let P γ " pM α , f γ , g γ , N α , o γ q and P δ " pM β , f δ , g δ , N β , o δ q be local Morse data such that
and h βα is isolating for the isolating homotopies connecting the pf α , g α q with pf γ , g γ q and pf β , g β q with pf δ , g δ q and h βα P T pP γ , P δ q. This is possible by Proposition 5.2, and [13, Corollary 3.12] . By the density of transverse maps Theorem A.1, there exist a small perturbation h δγ isolated homotopic to h βα by this homotopy. By Proposition 6.1 we get a map
Moreover, given different local Morse data P and P ζ as above, we can construct an isolating map h ζ isolating homotopic to h βα and hence also to h δβ by concatenation. From Proposition 6.1 it follows that there is the following commutative diagram
Which means that we have an induced map h βα : HM˚pf α , g α , N α q Ñ HM˚pf β , g β , N β q between the inverse limits. The arguments for the homotopy of the maps is analogous.
The chain maps defined above are not necessarily functorial. Consider for example Figure 6 . The problem is that, in the proof of functoriality for Morse homology, we need the fact that h γβψ β R˝h βα is isolating for all R ě 0 to establish functoriality. If we require this almost homotopy to be isolating the proof of functoriality follows mutatis mutandis. Proposition 6.3. Let h βα and h γβ be transverse and isolating. Assume that h γβ˝hβα is transverse and isolating, and assume that h γβ˝ψ β R˝h βα is an isolating homotopy for R P r0, R 1 s for each
γβ h βα and`h γβ˝hβα˘˚a re chain homotopic.
Proposition 6.4. Let pf α , g α q, pf β , g β q, and pf γ , g γ q be pairs of functions and metrics on manifolds M α , M β , M γ , and suppose h γβ and h βα are flow maps with respect to the gradient flows. Let N γ be an isolating neighborhood of the gradient flow of pf γ , g γ q. Set
Then these are isolating neighborhoods, the maps h γβ , h βα and h γβ˝hβα are isolating and the following diagram commutes
Proof. The proposition follows from combining Propositions 5.4, 6.3 and 6.2. Theorem 1.5 now follows from the fact that isolated homotopic maps induce the same maps in local Morse homology.
FUNCTORIALITY IN MORSE-CONLEY-FLOER HOMOLOGY
We use the induced maps of local Morse homology to define induced maps for flow maps in Morse-Conley-Floer homology.
Theorem 7.1. Let h βα : M α Ñ M β be a flow map. Let S β Ă M β be an isolated invariant set. Then S α " ph βα q´1pS β q is an isolated invariant set and there is an induced map
which is functorial: The identity is mapped to the identity and the diagram
Proof. The induced map is defined as follows. Let f β be a Lyapunov function 9 with respect to the an isolating neighborhood N β of pS β , φ β q. Then N α :" ph βα q´1pN β q is an isolating neighborhood of S α " ph βα q´1pS β q, and f α :" f β˝hβα is a Lyapunov function by Proposition 5.5. Moreover h βα is isolating with respect to the gradient flows with respect to any metrics g α and g β . By Proposition 6.2 we have an induced map
computed by perturbing everything to a transverse situation, preserving isolation, and counting as in Proposition 6.1. We now want to prove that the induced map passes to the inverse limit. If f δ is another Lyapunov function with respect to an isolating neighborhood N δ of pS β , φ β q, and N γ " ph βα q´1pN δ q, f γ " f δ˝hβα then we cannot directly compare the local Morse homologies. However, as in [13, Theorem 4.7] the sets N β X N δ and N α X N γ are isolating neighborhoods, and h βα is isolating with respect to these since S h βα Ă S α and h βα pS h βα q Ă S β .
The claim is that the following diagram in local Morse homology commutes
where the vertical maps are all isomorphisms. This proves that we have a well defined map in Morse-Conley-Floer homology.
The commutativity of the square in the middle is induced by continuation as in Proposition 6.2. Gradient flows of different Lyapunov functions on the same isolating neighborhood are isolating 9 We previously denoted this by f φ β but this notation is too unwieldy here homotopic by the proof of [13, Theorem 4.4] . Moreover since the set S h βα of Equation (12) is contained in S α and h βα pS β q Ă S β for any choice of Lyapunov function. The isolating homotopies of the gradient flows preserve the isolation of h βα .
coorients A, and similarly orients B. The orientation on B X A, seen as an oriented submanifold, is related to the orientation of A X B by the formula OrpA X Bq " p´1q dim AXB`dim A dim B OrpA X Bq.
Since the duality map commutes with the canonical isomorphisms, and the gradient flows of Q α and p Q α are isolated homotopic, this gives duality of the Morse complex of the manifold, i.e. there is a Poincaré duality map PD k : HM k pM α q Ñ HM m α´k pM α q. Proof. If f φ is a Lyapunov function for pS, φq then´f φ is a Lyapunov function for pS, φ´1q. Let N be an isolating neighborhood. Choosing a metric g, we get by Theorem 8.3 an isomorphism HM k pf φ , g, N q Ñ HM n´k p´f φ , g, N q. The Poincaré isomorphisms commute with the continuation isomorphisms hence combine to a Poincaré duality isomorphism as in the theorem.
Remark 8.5. There exist various algebraic structures on Morse-Conley-Floer homology. A Morse homological interpretation of the cross product in cohomology, along with functoriality, allows one to define cup products. Functoriality and duality allows one to define shriek maps which give rise to intersection products. Details will appear in [12] . Cap products are more intrincate. There do not exist cap products ": HI k pS, φq b HI l pS, φq Ñ HI k´l pS, φq
However we can define cap products ": HI k pS, φq b HM l pf, g, N q Ñ HI k´l pS, φ´1q,
Where pf, gq satisfies the following properties. N is an isolating neighborhood of S as well as the gradient flow of f . Moreover f ą 0 on N and fˇˇB N " 0. It is interesting to investigate coincidence theorems for flow maps using these algebraic structures.
APPENDIX A. TRANSVERSE MAPS ARE GENERIC
Theorem A.1. Let Q α , Q β be Morse-Smale triples. The set T pQ α , Q β q is residual in the compact-open topology, i.e. it contains a countable intersection of open and dense sets.
Proof. Let x P Crit f α and y P Crit f β . We show that &W s pyq is dense. For a given v it is now possible to construct a flow whose time-1 map φ v locally translates W u pxqˆt0u to W s pxqˆtvu. Then h βα can be approximated by h βα˝φv k with v k Ñ 0. Thus T px, yq is dense in C 8 pM α , M β q.
We now argue that T px, yq contains a countable intersection of open sets, from which it follows that this set is residual. Consider the restriction mapping ρ W u : C 8 pM α , M β q Ñ C 8 pW u pxq, M β q, which is continuous in both the weak and strong topology. Again the transversality theorem gives that the set of transverse maps &pW u pxq, Since there are only a countable number of critical points of f α and f β it follows that T pQ α , Q β q " Ş xPCrit f α ,yPCrit f β T px, yq is residual.
